Machine learning (ML) methods have the potential to automate clinical EEG analysis. They can be categorized into feature-based (with handcrafted features), and end-to-end approaches (with learned features). Previous studies on EEG pathology decoding have typically analyzed a limited number of features, decoders, or both. For a I) more elaborate feature-based EEG analysis, and II) in-depth comparisons of both approaches, here we first develop a comprehensive feature-based framework, and then compare this framework to state-of-the-art end-to-end methods. To this aim, we apply the proposed feature-based framework and deep neural networks including an EEG-optimized temporal convolutional network (TCN) to the task of pathological versus non-pathological EEG classification. For a robust comparison, we chose the Temple University Hospital (TUH) Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0), which contains approximately 3000 EEG recordings. The results demonstrate that the proposed feature-based decoding framework can achieve accuracies on the same level as state-of-the-art deep neural networks. We find accuracies across both approaches in an astonishingly narrow range from 81-86%. Moreover, visualizations and analyses indicated that both approaches used similar aspects of the data, e.g., delta and theta band power at temporal electrode locations. We argue that the accuracies of current binary EEG pathology decoders could saturate near 90% due to the imperfect inter-rater agreement of the clinical labels, and that such decoders are already clinically useful, such as in areas where clinical EEG experts are rare. We make the proposed feature-based framework available open source and thus offer a new tool for EEG machine learning research. c 2019. Licensed under the CC-BY-NC-ND license creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
Introduction
There is a great interest in using machine learning (ML) methods for automatic electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis, especially in the domain of clinical diagnostics based on the EEG. For example, ML has an important role in developing Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) to support paralyzed people [Schröer et al. (2015) ] or to improve neurological rehabilitation [Ramos-Murguialday et al. (2013) , Tangermann et al. (2014) , Van Dokkum et al. (2015) ]. It also forms a basis for detecting and predicting epileptic seizures [Subasi et al. (2019) , Hügle et al. (2018) , Kiral-Kornek et al. (2018) , Mirowski et al. (2009) ] with the goal of warning patients of upcoming seizures or to control brain stimulation for preventing or stopping seizure activity. Furthermore, ML allows for the automation of the process of EEG-based sleep staging [Biswal et al. (2017) ] and neurological diagnostics of both specific diseases and disorders such as Alzheimer's disease [Lehmann et al. (2007) ], depression [Cai et al. (2016) , Hosseinifard et al. (2013) ], traumatic brain injuries [Albert et al. (2016) ], and strokes [Giri et al. (2016) ], or of general EEG pathology [Lopez de Diego (2017) , Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) , Roy et al. (2019) , Amin et al. (2019) , Alhussein et al. (2019) , Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) ].
There are several facts that motivate the interest in automatic clinical EEG diagnosis. First, the evaluation of clinical EEGs is frequently a time-consuming and exhausting process. Second, it requires years of training to assess pathological changes in clinical EEG recordings. Moreover, even for highly trained EEG experts, diagnostic accuracy is subject to a number of limitations. It depends highly on individual training and experience, consistency of rating over time, time constraints in different filter settings of frequently subjectively defined frequency bands, and unclear criteria for the thresholding of potential changes, e.g., at low amplitude in relation to the background EEG. Accordingly, inter-rater agreement in assessing EEGs is known to be moderate [Landis and Koch (1977) ], i.e., Grant et al. (2014) found a Fleiss' Kappa of 0.44 when neurologists classified recordings to one of seven classes including seizure, slowing, and normal activity. In the more general task of classifying EEG recordings as pathological or normal, Houfek and Ellingson (1959) and Rose et al. (1973) reported inter-rater agreements of 86% and 88% based on two neurologists. The development of algorithms for automated EEG diagnostics could support clinicians in screening EEGs. They could not only reduce the workload of clinicians, but also allow for earlier detection and treatment of diseases, which could enhance patient care. Furthermore, they could provide high-quality EEG interpretation and classification to patients that cannot attend specialized centers.
We broadly categorize ML for EEG analysis into two approaches: feature-based and end-to-end methods. Feature-based decoding methods have a long history of successful application in different EEG decoding tasks. In this approach, typically handcrafted and a priori selected features represent the data. For example, a researcher could a priori decide to use the spectral power in certain frequency bands as features, if they assume that these bands are informative for the decoding task at hand. The choice of exact frequency bands could then be handcrafted, such as in the common spatial patterns (CSP) algorithm for motor decoding [Müller-Gerking et al. (1999) ], or they could be determined by automatic feature selection, such as by the recursive band estimation in the filter bank CSP (FBCSP) algorithm [Ang et al. (2008) ]. This procedure relies on the domain expertise of the researcher. If the a priori feature decisions are sub-optimal, it can diminish the quality of the resulting analysis. Conversely, owing to its explicit nature, interpretability of the classification decisions is frequently considered an advantage of feature-based decoding.
Conversely, end-to-end decoding methods accept raw or minimally preprocessed data as inputs. To date, end-to-end deep learning has attracted attention primarily owing to its success in other research fields, such as computer vision [Krizhevsky et al. (2012) ] and speech recognition ]. However, it has also recently gained momentum through the successful application of deep learning with artificial neural networks to EEG analysis [Craik et al. (2019) ]. By design, the networks learn features themselves and allow for a joint optimization of the feature extraction and classification. This procedure can lead to superior solutions or the discovery of unexpected informative features and does not require handcrafting, at least not for the extraction of the features. End-to-end models have the reputation for being "black boxes" with regard to the learned features; it is a challenge and an ongoing topic of intense research in the deep learning field to understand what they have learned [Montavon et al. (2018) , Sturm et al. (2016) , Hartmann et al. (2018) ]. Another common concern is that the complexity in the application of ML is only shifted from the domain of feature engineering in traditional approaches to the domain of network engineering inasmuch as it could be necessary to handcraft the networks according to the requirements of a given task.
In the literature, there is a lack of systematic comparisons of traditional feature-based versus end-to-end ML analysis of EEGs, despite their importance for a wide range of applications. In particular, there are no studies comparing the accuracy of pathology decoding from EEGs using a broad range of time, frequency, and connectivity features with well-established end-to-end methods based on a large EEG data set for a robust comparison. Past comparisons of deep learning results have frequently only considered other deep learning results, or (rather) simple feature-based baselines (using thresholds, linear discriminant analysis, or linear regression) with limited feature sets. This can lead to unfair comparisons among the methods. Moreover, it can create the impression of superiority of one approach over another. It is actually possible that deep learning could not yield an improvement over feature-based decoding in specific applications. Recently, Rajkomar et al. (2018) demonstrated that logistic regression can compete with deep neural networks in predicting medical events from electronic health records. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that compares different deep neural network architectures with a feature-based approach, especially using a large set of features of several domains to decode the EEGs. However, we anticipate that large-scale comparisons between feature-based and end-to-end methods will be critical to the advancement of ML techniques for EEGs beyond the current state-of-the-art. Developing methods in both of these important fields in a mutually informed manner will likely be fruitful for both advanced feature-based and novel endto-end EEG methodologies.
In this paper, we compare end-to-end decoding using deep neural networks to feature-based decoding using a large set of features. We design a comprehensive study using the Temple University Hospital (TUH) Abnormal EEG Corpus [Lopez de Diego (2017) ] with approximately 3000 recordings of at least 15 min duration each. This is a subset of the TUH EEG Corpus [Obeid and Picone (2016) ], the largest publicly available collection of EEG recordings to date. For feature-based pathology decoding, we use random forest (RF) [Breiman (2001) ], support vector machine (SVM) [Boser et al. (1992) ], Riemannian geometry (RG), and the auto-sklearn calssifier (ASC) [Feurer et al. (2015) ] -an automated ML toolkit. For end-to-end pathology decoding, we use three types of convolutional neural networks (ConvNets, in other publications also CNN) [LeCun et al. (1999) ] that have a history of successful application in different EEG decoding tasks. These are the 4-layer ConvNet architecture Braindecode Deep4 ConvNet (BD-Deep4), which has been successfully applied to motor decoding [Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) ], velocity and speed decoding [Hammer et al. (2013) ], and pathology decoding [Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) , Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) ]. Importantly, we use Braindecode (BD) 1 , a previously developed and evaluated deep learning toolbox for EEGs, "out of the box" -without task-specific network engineering, i.e., without adaptation to the architectures. Furthermore, we use a TCN [Bai et al. (2018) ] that is optimized for EEG decoding with a neural architecture search. We call this adaptation BD-TCN.
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently six published results for pathology decoding from EEGs, five of which used the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (Table 1) . However, only one publication [Lopez de Diego (2017) ] used handcrafted features and a classification through a CNN with a multi layer perceptron (MLP). All other papers considered this initial feature-based decoding result as a baseline. Whereas Amin et al. (2019) and Alhussein et al. (2019) EEGs, we exclude them from our direct comparison. The papers mention "pretrained models" and additional "10000 normal EEG recordings", which would appear to be an extension of the TUH Abnormal EEG data set without specifying more details. In ML, the effect of more data is commonly greater than the effect of more elaborate algorithms [Halevy et al. (2009)] . A direct comparison of publications with access to a substantially larger amount of training data would hence be unfair. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide an introduction to the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus upon which we base our study. We then discuss the feature and deep learning pipeline in detail and explain how we proceeded in evaluating and comparing both approaches. The section closes with a discussion of the analytical methods we used to assist in our interpretation of the results. In Section 3, we present and discuss our results including an extensive comparison of both pipelines. We present a general discussion in Section 4, and close with a brief outlook and conclusions in Section 5.
Material and Methods

Data
We base our study on the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus 2 (v2.0.0), which is currently unique owing to its size and public availability and has enabled the task of general pathology decoding from EEGs. The corpus includes 2993 recordings of at least 15 min duration obtained from 2329 unique patients and consists of a development and separate final evaluation set (Table 2 ). It contains recordings of both male and female patients of a wide age range (7 days to 96 years), thus including infants, children, adolescents, adults, and senior patients. Pathologies diagnosed in the patients in the data set include (but are not limited to) epilepsy, strokes, depression, and Alzheimer's disease. The data set includes physician reports that provide additional information regarding each EEG recording, such as main EEG findings, ongoing medication of the patient, and medical history. In the description of the data set 3 , the TUH reports an inter-rater agreement of 97-100%. In the literature, the reported scores are typically considerably lower [Houfek and Ellingson (1959) , Rose et al. (1973) ]. The almost perfect rating scores could be a consequence of the review process of the findings that were performed by medical students that knew the diagnoses beforehand [Picone (2019) ]. For more information on the data set see Lopez de Diego (2017) and Obeid and Picone (2016) . 
TUH Abnormal EEG
Common preprocessing in both feature and end-to-end pipeline
Typically, at least minimal preprocessing of the raw EEG data is applied in both scenarios, relying on handcrafted feature extraction and based on end-to-end approaches. We applied the preprocessing steps described below to both scenarios to normalize the input distribution and thus stabilize the deep network learning process, a common practice in deep learning applications, and to stabilize feature extraction. However, the latter requires additional steps that are described in Section 2.4. Importantly, our general preprocessing did not preselect any EEG features. As in our earlier work on EEG pathology decoding with deep ConvNets [Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) ], we included the following preprocessing steps: First, we selected a subset of 21 electrode positions ( Figure 1) following the international 10-20 placement [Jasper (1958) ] because these electrode positions occurred in all the individual recordings in the data set. Then, we discarded the first 60 s of every recording because we observed a large number of recording artifacts in this period, which could have been caused by rearrangement of the electrode cap or by finding a comfortable seating position. Moreover, we used a maximum of 20 min of every recording to avoid considerable feature generation and resampling times for exceptionally long recordings. As in our previous work Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) and in the work by Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) , EEG recordings were downsampled to 100 Hz and clipped at ±800µV to reject unphysiologically extreme values and to ensure comparability to these previous studies. Although Roy et al. (2019) performed their experiments at 250 Hz, we chose to use 100 Hz for better comparability with the other approaches, and to avoid motor artifacts. However, this could place us at a disadvantage in the direct comparison with Roy et al. (2019) . Our preprocessing partially uses code from Python libraries MNE 4 and resampy 5 .
2.3 End-to-end decoding with deep neural networks
Neural network architectures
We used different neural network architectures including ConvNets and TCNs to decode the pathology from the EEG recordings. First, we used a four-layered ConvNet architecture called BD-Deep4 as previously introduced by Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) . The BD-Deep4 architecture [ Figure 2 ] has an initial separated convolution (first temporal, then spatial). Subsequently, it has several blocks consisting of convolution and max-pooling and uses exponential linear units as activation functions. It is a rather general architecture that has proven to generalize well to several EEG decoding tasks such as motor (imagery) decoding [Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) ], velocity and speed decoding [Hammer et al. (2013) ], and pathology decoding [Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) , Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) ]. We applied BD-Deep4 without any further adjustments to its
P4 Pz T3 T4 T5 T6 Next, we used a TCN architecture [ Figure 3 ] that was evaluated in a Master thesis by Chrab aszcz (2018). The TCN was originally proposed by Bai et al. (2018) as an alternative to recurrent neural networks (RNN) [Rumelhart et al. (1988) ]. It is the most complex and deepest architecture under investigation in the present study. The optimization by Chrab aszcz (2018) resulted in five levels of blocks consisting of temporal convolutions with 55 channels each as well as max-pooling. We call this optimized architecture Braindecode TCN (BD-TCN). For more information on the optimized hyperparameters, see Table S2 .
Furthermore Braindeocde Shallow ConvNet (BD-Shallow). The network [ Figure 4 ], as in the BD-Deep4 network, has an initial separated convolution; however, it is the only convolution in the entire architecture. The well-known FBCSP algorithm [Ang et al. (2008) ] inspired the BD-Shallow architecture, in particular the squaring and logarithmic nonlinearities. It was designed to specifically extract the logarithm of the band power of EEG signals. We applied BD-Shallow, as BD-Deep, without any further adjustments to its architecture. Moreover, we used a reimplementation of another ConvNet architecture called EEGNet that was originally introduced by Lawhern et al. (2018) . We call this reimplementation Braindecode EEGNet (BD-EEGNet). Again, the architecture has a separated initial convolution. Furthermore, the architecture is remarkable owing to its small number of parameters (see Table S3 ). 
Training of neural networks
We trained the networks in a cropped manner with equally-sized, maximally overlapping crops as described by Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) . The receptive field of the networks automatically determines the size of the crops. All networks are exposed to approximately 600 signal samples at a time, except the TCN which has a receptive field of approximately 900 samples [ Table S3 ]. Unlike the original paper by Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) , we used optimizer AdamW [Loshchilov and Hutter (2017) ] over Adam [Kingma and Ba (2014) ] to minimize the categorical cross-entropy loss function. AdamW decouples weight decay updates and the optimization of the loss function, which allows for better generalization [Loshchilov and Hutter (2017) ]. We used cosine annealing [Loshchilov and Hutter (2016) ] to schedule the learning rates for the gradient and weight decay updates. We did not perform learning rate restarts.
2.4 Feature-based decoding 2.4.1 Additional preprocessing prior to feature extraction After general preprocessing common to both pipelines (see Section 2.2), we applied several additional steps in the feature-based pipeline. In the special case of connectivity feature extraction, we first filtered entire signals to a selected frequency range in the time domain to avoid the creation of filtering artifacts at the start and end points of the signal segments. We split every recording into equally sized, nonoverlapping signal segments called crops of 600 samples, i.e., given the sampling frequency of 100 Hz, this corresponded to 6 s, to be maximally comparable to the end-to-end pipeline, where the receptive field of the architectures determines the crop size [S3]. We discarded crops with values of ±800µV to stabilize feature generation. This resulted in the exclusion of one recording (subject 00008184, session s001 t001), as one channel was not properly recorded, meaning each measurement at every time point exceeded the outlier value.
Feature extraction
We computed a large set of features describing time, frequency, and connectivity structure of the EEG signals that have all been used to characterize EEGs [Subasi (2007) , Logesparan et al. (2012) , Kuhlmann et al. (2008) , Kumar et al. (2010) , Quiroga et al. (1997) , Hjorth (1970) , James and Lowe (2003) , Petrosian (1995) , Inouye et al. (1991) , Roberts et al. (1999) , Balli and Palaniappan (2009), Peng et al. (1995) , Watter (2014) , Minasyan et al. (2010 ), van Putten et al. (2005 , Esteller et al. (2001) , Katz (1988) , Lachaux et al. (1999) ]. We generated features on every crop based on Discrete Fourier Transform (FT), Continuous and Discrete Wavelet Transform (CWT and DWT), and between-electrode connectivity features based on the Hilbert Transform [Table 3 ]. Furthermore, we parsed age and gender of the patients from the European Data Format [Kemp et al. (1992) For the CWT, DWT, and FT feature computation, we weighted time domain crops with a Blackman-Harris window function to enhance the spectral estimation and reduce the effect of leakage. In preliminary experiments [Gemein (2017) ], we tested different window functions. The Blackman-Harris window yielded best results, although the choice of the window function had only minor effects on the decoding accuracy. We extracted frequency features from bands 0-2 Hz, 2-4 Hz, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Hz, and 30-50 Hz using FT and a band overlap of 50%. We chose the bands to match the frequency bands commonly used in the literature. Furthermore, we observed superior results in preliminary experiments when using a band overlap [Gemein (2017) ]. We chose wavelet scales for CWT and levels for DWT to match these bands as closely as possible.
For connectivity feature computation, we transformed the frequency-filtered time-crops using the Hilbert Transform to extract the signal phase.
The dimension of the feature vectors, including all feature values of domains CWT, DWT, FT, Connectivity, and Time, was F = 8631.
Time-resolved features Feature generation resulted in a feature matrix M i ∈ R Ci×F for every recording, where I is the total number of recordings, C i is the number of analyzed 6-s crops i ∈ I, and F is the dimension of the feature vector. For time-resolved (non-aggregated) decoding, we considered every feature vector of every crop as an independent example. This drastically increased the number of training examples, which could be beneficial in the training phase. However, it also resulted in higher memory consumption and higher learning times.
Aggregated features For aggregated decoding, we computed the aggregate of all time-crop feature matrices M i ∈ R Ci×F . Therefore, we used the median as the aggregation function, such that we obtained a single feature vector of length F for each recording. In previous experiments [Gemein (2017) ], the median proved to be the best aggregation function in terms of decoding accuracy, although, again, the choice only had a minor effect. Aggregation drastically reduces the feature matrix size, which allows for faster learning and prediction. However, it has the disadvantage of discarding all time-resolved information as it collapses features of all crops of a recording into a single feature vector. The shape of the final aggregated feature matrix was M aggregate ∈ R I×F .
Dimensionality reduction
We reduced the feature dimension F in preliminary experiments using principal component analysis (PCA) [Wold et al. (1987) ]; however, independent of the choice of principal components or ratio of variance, the application of PCA led to a decrease in decoding accuracy.
Covariance matrices For Riemannian-geometry-based decoding (see below) we computed a covariance feature matrix Σ i ∈ R Ci×E * E for every crop, where E is the number of electrodes. Therefore, we used the Python package pyRiemann 9 . We independently tested the Euclidean and the geometric means to aggregate covariance matrices of the crops, such that we obtained a feature vector of length E * (E + 1)/2 for each recording and aggregation type. The shape of the final covariance feature matrix was M riemann ∈ R I×E * (E+1)/2 .
Feature-based classifiers
After feature generation, we used the feature matrix as an input to several feature-based ML models. We used an SVM with radial basis function (RBF) kernel, as commonly used in the literature [Lehmann et al. (2007) , Cai et al. (2016) ]. Furthermore, we used an RF classifier which is, by design, robust towards overfitting and hence a reliable baseline model. Furthermore, we also applied the automated ML toolkit ASC 10 as it has the potential to yield superior results owing to the automatic ensemble selection and hyperparameter optimization. For more information on this toolkit see Feurer et al. (2015) . Finally, we evaluated the Riemannian-geometry-based decoding as implemented in the Python package pyRiemann 11 using an SVM with an RBF kernel, as it has recently achieved state-of-the art results in several BCI decoding tasks [Lotte et al. (2018) ]. All models under investigation relied on implementations in scikit-learn 12 [Pedregosa et al. (2011) ].
Evaluation of performance
We performed 5-fold cross-validation (CV) on the development set, such that each recording in the development set was predicted exactly once. We did not shuffle data during splitting; rather, we used chronologically ordered splits. During CV, we optimized the hyperparameters of our feature-based models [see Table S1 ].
For final evaluation, we evaluated our models on the held back final evaluation set. We trained models on the full development set and predicted the examples in the final evaluation set. We repeated final evaluation five times to manage the statistical variances caused by initialization of certain models.
We report the accuracy score as ACC = # of correct predictions
# of examples
for the development and final evaluation sets as averages over the CV folds and final evaluation repetitions, respectively.
We used a statistical sign test [Dixon and Mood (1946) ] to validate the predicted labels in the final evaluation for superiority of model performance (H1). To provide a conservative estimate, occurring ties were equally split to both classes. We rejected the null hypothesis (H0: There is no difference in performance) at a p-value <0.05.
Analysis
Handcrafted features Because we implemented a large set of features [Table 3 ], we were interested in their individual importance to the decision process. RF estimates the importance of a feature by internally computing the "purity" of a data split obtained through a feature. In principal, the purer the data split and the earlier the feature is considered in the trees of the forest, the higher its importance. We assigned a textual label to all computed features described in Section 2.4 and mapped them to the average feature importance in CV using RF. We selected subsets of the features based on their textual labels with respect to frequency band and electrode location. We then created topological plots of the average feature importance in certain frequency ranges. Furthermore, we computed the Spearman correlation of features over the development set and visualized the correlation map, as pronounced correlations could be a limiting factor to the interpretation of feature-based analyses.
Learned features We performed input-signal perturbation to determine the informative frequency ranges and electrode locations for identifying pathologies in the EEGs [Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) ]. We computed the network predictions of the original and randomly perturbed input signals and correlated the amplitude change with the change of predictions. Given the labels of the examples, we could then determine whether an increase (or decrease) of signal amplitude in a given frequency range through perturbation contributed to more pathological (or non-pathological) predictions. Again, we made topological plots to indicate the most correlated frequency range and electrode location with the pathological class.
Ensembling
In ensembling, a number of model predictions are combined to provide an improvement over single-model performances. Under the assumption that models make uncorrelated errors, a combination can result in the overruling of incorrect single-model decisions. We computed the Spearman correlation of the CV predictions of all pairs of models and visualized the resulting correlation map. Furthermore, we computed and visualized the ratio of non-overlapping label errors of pairs of models to investigate the possibility of ensembling. Note that ASC was excluded from this investigation because it does not provide access to internally performed CV predictions. For ensembling, predictions are weighted. A weighting of "1" of individual model predictions is a special case and is equivalent to majority voting. We first built an ensemble of three models based on the highest ratio of non-overlapping label errors. We then computed an ensemble label based on the majority vote of labels computed from the individual model predictions. In addition, as an automated alternative, we investigated an ensemble selection technique based on auto-sklearn 13 introduced by Caruana et al. (2004) that automatically selects models for ensembling and computes the optimal weights based on the validation set. We evaluated the performance of both ensembles based on CV and final evaluation predictions of the individual models.
Results
Data descriptive statistics
We present histograms of the age distribution within the development and final evaluation sets of the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0) in Figure 5 . The age distribution, especially of the female patients, differed between the development and final evaluation sets. Moreover, the ratio of pathological and non-pathological examples also differed by gender and subset. The proportion of male and female patients, conversely, was closely matched. It can be observed that recordings labeled as pathological appear more frequent with higher age, which matches the intuition. The observations are important in two respects. First, correlation of pathology with age could lead to 13 see footnote 10 a situation where the trained models use patient age as a proxy for pathology. To investigate the role of patient age in the decoding of EEG pathology further, we included age as a feature in a separate analysis (Section 3.6). Conversely, systematic differences between the development and final evaluation sets can reduce generalization and thus present a challenge. However, both correlation of pathology with age and shifts between the development and final evaluation data could occur in practical application scenarios. We hence considered these properties of the TUH data set as ecologically valid and methodologically interesting aspects. However, they must be considered when interpreting the results achieved on this data set.
Aggregated feature-based decoding
We present the aggregated feature-based decoding results in Figure 6 , right half. The Riemannian-geometrybased pathological versus non-pathological EEG decoding achieved nearly 86% accuracy. Interestingly, the decoding accuracy increased from 81% in CV to 86% in the final evaluation, which could indicate underfitting of the training data in CV. We obtained greater than 84% accuracy using both a traditional and automated feature-based approach. Furthermore, we observed that all feature-based models had a higher ratio of false negatives than false positives; that is, they rather classified pathological examples as non-pathological than the opposite (Figure 7 , bottom row). This is in consensus with results presented by Lopez de Diego (2017) Figure 6 : Decoding accuracies of all models during CV and in final evaluation. TCN implemented in Braindecode (BD-TCN) indicated best performance. Decoding based on RG achieved accuracy similar to BD-TCN. BD-Deep4 and BD-Shallow ConvNets, RF, and ASC were on same level, whereas BD-EEGNet achieved marginally lower decoding accuracy. SVM indicated the worst performance.
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one other previously published feature-based result for pathology decoding based on the TUH Abnormal EEG corpus [Lopez de Diego (2017)]. It was achieved using cepstral coefficients and a CNN+MLP architecture for classification resulting in an accuracy of 78.8%. We thus increased this feature-based baseline by greater than 5% using RF and ASC, and more than 7% using RG.
Riemannian-geometry-based classification outperformed all other feature-based models and achieved 85.87% accuracy. We observed that treating covariance matrices with appropriate metrics of their native space (geometric instead of Euclidean mean) yielded superior performance [S4] , which was to be expected [Barachant et al. (2013) ].
This performance of the Riemannian-geometry-based decoding was remarkable considering that the covariance matrix of 21 electrodes had only 231 non-redundant entries. The covariance matrices, as well as our aggregated high-dimensional feature vectors, did not contain detailed time course information, and, in both cases, we averaged over the number of crops from which features were extracted. However, the results demonstrate that there is sufficient information contained in covariance matrices even to outperform all other tested models using handcrafted features. The application of ASC effectively reduces the required amount of time and expert knowledge required to build and optimize a well-working model and has the ultimate goal of making ML applicable by nonexperts. We can confirm that, given our set of features, ASC achieved competitive results in classifying EEG pathology, without requiring user interaction. The ensemble that was automatically chosen by ASC consisted of AdaBoost [Schapire and Freund (2013) ] with 78% (66%, 8% and 4%) of ensemble strength, gradient boosting with 18%, and linear discriminant analysis with 4%.
Non
End-to-end decoding performance
We present the end-to-end decoding results with deep neural networks in Figure 6 , left half. Our overall best decoding result was 86.16% accuracy obtained by the BD-TCN. This accuracy was extremely close to the result of 86.57% accuracy previously reported using ChronoNet [Roy et al. (2019) ]. The BD-TCN was followed by BD-Deep4 and BD-Shallow with 84.57% and 84.13% accuracy, respectively. BD-EEGNet achieved a decoding accuracy of 83.41%. Overall, the networks did not demonstrate as much performance difference in the CV and final evaluation as the feature-based approaches. For the networks, the differences were in the range of −0.6% to +0.4% and in the range of −1.21% to +4, 61% for the feature-based approaches. Again, as in the feature-based approach, we observed more false negatives (Figure 7 , top row).
We also tracked learning curves of all applied networks (Figure 8) . The loss and misclassification curves of BD-Deep4 and BD-Shallow are irregular at the start; however, they become smoother after Epoch 20. BD-EEGNet displayed smooth curves overall, however with the highest loss and misclassification rate. The curves of the BD-TCN indicate the greatest difference of training to test loss. The BD-TCN was designed as an alternative to the RNN architectures. Our results indicate that this model is indeed competitive with ChronoNet, which is a combined ConvNet/RNN architecture, for the given task in terms of decoding accuracy. The BD-TCN outperformed all other networks, which could be a consequence of its design and optimization through a neural architecture search [Chrab aszcz (2018) ]. All other models were originally developed and optimized for other decoding tasks. Their performance in the present study underlines their general applicability.
The presented learning curves demonstrate astounding differences and we hypothesize that they are characteristic for the network architectures under investigation. The smoothing of the curves near Epoch 20, especially observable for BD-Deep4 and BD-Shallow, is likely the effect of cosine annealing updates of the learning rate. In all models, except BD-EEGNet, we can observe a clear difference between the training and test loss. We assume that BD-EEGNet is unable to better fit the training data owing to its relatively small number of parameters (see Table S3 ); its learning curves indeed indicate signs of underfitting. The opposite, overfitting, cannot be observed. This could be due to the regularization techniques, i.e., dropout or weight decay.
Feature-based and end-to-end decoding performances in comparison
We observed decoding accuracies in the same range using different models and approaches, i.e., ChronoNet (86.57%), BD-TCN (86.16%), BD-Deep4 (84.57%), ASC (84.71%), RF (84.06%), and RG (85.87%). Our statistical analysis indicated p-values in the range of 0.37 to 1. There is thus no statistical evidence that one of these models performed better than the others (Figure 9, lower triangle) . Over all pairs of models, the number of equal classification decisions (ties) ranged from 241-266 of 276 possible (Figure 9, upper Statistically, there is no evidence to assume that any one model performed better than the other models. Table 1 ] have indicated that deep learning typically performs better in decoding pathology from EEGs using the TUH Abnormal EEG corpus. This is because there is only one published result using handcrafted features. It appears that this baseline was not particularly strong, which made deep learning approaches appear superior. However, herein, we determined similar decoding accuracies of featurebased and neural network approaches. Statistically, there is actually no evidence that one of the models applied for this study performed better than the others . Hence, we conclude that the literature provided a false picture of reality caused by the omission of comparisons of deep learning with other approaches.
Previous publications [
Importance of learned and handcrafted features
Through our perturbation analysis using the BD-Deep4, we determined correlations with predictions of the pathological class at temporal electrode locations T3 and T4 when increasing the amplitudes (Figure 10 ). The effect was especially prominent in the delta and theta frequency range. Conversely, a decrease in correlation at occipital electrodes O1 and O2 was the most prominent effect in the alpha frequency range.
A1
A2 C3 Figure 10 : Input-signal perturbation with BD-Deep4 network displays that higher activity at temporal electrode locations (T3, T4) is indicative of pathology, especially in low frequency ranges (0-4 Hz and 4-8 Hz). In alpha frequency range, there is negative correlation with pathological class at occipital electrode locations (O1, O2).
For a comparison with the perturbation analysis, we present the important handcrafted features extracted in the same frequency ranges using our analysis of feature importance using RF (Figure 11 ). Features extracted at temporal electrode T4 in the delta and theta frequency range are most informative, which is in consensus with the perturbation result. Features extracted at electrode T3, however, are not considered as informative. In the alpha frequency range, the majority of the informative features were extracted at occipital electrodes O1 and O2. This, again, is in consensus with the perturbation result.
For a comparison with the perturbation and feature importance analysis, we present a visualization of the values in the covariance matrices that were mapped to tangent space as used in the Riemannian-gemoetrybased decoding pipeline ( Figure 12 ). It can be observed that the variance extracted at temporal electrodes T3 and T4 is most indicative of a pathology. This is in consensus with the perturbation analysis. Furthermore, as in the perturbation analysis, variance at electrodes O1 and O2 (and Fp1 and Fp2) are indicative of normal brain activity. Both observations are underlined by the feature importance analysis.
To further analyze the features, we computed their correlation coefficients and then visualized these. We display the full feature correlation matrix [ Figure 14 ] and the correlation of FT features extracted from the delta, theta, and alpha range [ Figure 13 ]. We determined strong correlations, despite feature domain, frequency band, and electrode recording site.
Time-resolved feature-based decoding
Inspired by the cropped-decoding setup used in our end-to-end pipeline, we implemented a time-resolved (non-aggregated) decoding for our feature-based models. However, this did not lead to an increase in decoding accuracy during CV, which is why we did not investigate this setup any further.
A1
A2 C3 Given the drastic increase in the amount of data, it should be possible to realize an improvement using time-resolved decoding, if not here, then for a different task or data set. For the given data, the improvements could actually be negligible. Because the task is concerned with classifying an EEG recording as either pathological or non-pathological, there is likely no information in the signals that evolves at a large time scale. Because the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0) is not a seizure or event data set, we assume that if there exists a continuous alteration in brain activity reflecting a static dysfunction, e.g., related to a structural brain abnormality, it would be indicated consistently. This is also one of the key assumptions of T3  T4  T5  T6   A1  A2  C3  C4  Cz  F3  F4  F7  F8  Fp1  Fp2  Fz  O1  O2  P3  P4  Pz  T3  T4  T5  T6 x T3  T4  T5  T6   A1  A2  C3  C4  Cz  F3  F4  F7  F8  Fp1  Fp2  Fz  O1  O2  P3  P4  Pz  T3  T4  T5  T6 x T3  T4  T5  T6   A1  A2  C3  C4  Cz  F3  F4  F7  F8  Fp1  Fp2  Fz  O1  O2  P3  P4  Pz  T3  T4  T5  T6 x For every electrode (row), most highly correlated electrode is marked with a white cross. In frequency band 0-4 Hz, features extracted at T3 are most correlated with those extracted at T4, which could explain the pattern observed in Figure 11 . In the 4-8 Hz frequency region, all features appear to be highly correlated with exceptions such as F7 or F8. In the 8-13 Hz region, features of occipital temporal and parietal region are especially highly correlated. our aggregated decoding approach, which performed as well as the ConvNets [see 3.1]. If this assumption did not hold, an aggregation, especially using the median as an aggregation function, would result in smoothing of the effect caused by the pathology. In a different data set, where signals change over a larger time scale, a time-resolved decoding could result in superior decoding performance. However, one must consider the challenges that are posed by time-resolved feature-based decoding. In our study, the amount of data increased by a factor of approximately 200 compared to aggregated decoding.
Effect of patient-specific information on decoding accuracies
We investigated the influence of so-called meta features, i.e., age and gender of patients, with respect to the decoding accuracies. Therefore, we added the age and gender of the patients to our feature vectors and as additional network channels to our BD-TCN. Classification accuracy improved only marginally during CV, e.g., RF CV accuracy increased by 0.15% (from 83.1% to 83.25%) by adding age and gender. For this reason, we did not further pursue the use of these meta features. Our result is in consensus with a recent publication, where the authors attempted to combine neural networks and the age information of patients to improve the decoding of pathology from EEGs [Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) ]. They also found only marginal, insignificant improvements (+0.07 area under the receiver operating characteristic curve).
As clinicians have access to diverse information regarding patients that are not included in the EEG recordings, such as age, gender, current physical and mental condition, patient history, ongoing medical treatment, and more. All of this could have a role in their diagnosis or unconsciously introduce a bias. For example, we have seen several physician reports in the TUH Abnormal EEG corpus (more than 100) with the comment "IMPRESSION: Normal EEG for this age" or similar. This is clearly a relative statement by the clinician relying on age information that our models do not have available to find a diagnosis.
Moreover, there is clearly a bias (patient age) in the data set that can be retrieved from the histogram [ Figure 5 ]. In the data set pathologies certainly appear more frequent with higher age. Where this is a justifiable representation of reality, it could unconsciously bias clinicians to diagnose EEG recordings of patients with a high age rather as pathological. Although our experiments did not indicate a substantial improvement when adding patient age and gender in the classification process, the suitable inclusion of patient-specific information from physician reports could improve classification accuracies. Furthermore, knowledge of other findings related to a patient could unconsciously bias clinicians to be overly sensitive to minimal changes in the EEG. For example, small changes in an EEG might not be considered as indicative of a pathology on their own, however, in combination with the knowledge of a lesion based on imaging techniques the EEG could be considered as pathological. Access to different amounts of information could be one explanation for the observation of more false negatives than false positives across all models [ Figure 7 ].
Ensemble decoding performance
Our analysis of prediction correlations revealed that the CV predictions of all our models were highly correlated (Spearman correlation of up to 0.96) and indicated a large ratio (up to 61%) of non-overlapping label errors [ Figure 15 ]. We present the results of our two ensemble approaches in Table 4 . The combination of the models BD-Deep4, RF, and RG had the highest ratio of non-overlapping CV label errors (336 errors, ratio of 44.56%), which is why we selected them for majority vote ensembling. Automatic ensembling based on auto-sklearn chose every model except the SVM and computed optimal weights based on the CV predictions [ Figure 4 ].
Whereas the auto-sklearn ensemble resulted in the overall best CV accuracy (86.23%), neither ensembling based on majority voting (85.51%) nor automatic ensemble selection (85.14%) resulted in an improvement over best single-model performance (BD-TCN: 86.16%) in the final evaluation (see Figures 6, 7) .
Discussion
In this study, we achieved a feature-based decoding accuracy of 85.87% using Riemannian-geometry-based decoding [Section 3.1] which is greater than 7% higher than the previous feature baseline of 78.8% by Lopez de Diego (2017). Our BD-TCN achieved an even superior decoding accuracy of 86.16% [Section 3.2]. We found no statistical evidence that either model under investigation -feature-based or neural network -performed better than the others [Section 3.3]. We observed that temporal EEG dynamics in slow frequency ranges 
Proposed feature-based pathology decoding concept
For our study, we aimed at creating a strong feature-based decoding pipeline for a comparison with neural networks. Therefore, our concept for feature-based decoding involved testing I) a large set of EEG features of different feature domains (in the present study time, amplitude, phase, and connectivity) and II) multiple classifiers including ensembles of classifiers (in the present study RFs, SVMs, and ASC). In particular, it was important to us to also include recent state-of-the-art feature-based methods such as Riemannian-geometrybased classification [Lotte et al. (2018) ]. We found significant differences of our concept to those presented in the literature. Where we computed 8633 features of 50 feature types and six domains [see Table 3 ], typically far smaller feature sets were used in the literature. For example, Hosseinifard et al. (2013) extracted, exclusively, the total power from the theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands to decode depression. Similarly, Lopez de Diego (2017) extracted a single feature type (cepstral coefficients) that originated from the field of speech recognition to decode EEG pathology. An example of a study with a larger amount of feature types is the work of Cai et al. (2016) . They extracted 16 feature types including amplitude, time, and connectivity measures to detect mild depression. In our present study, however, we computed an even larger feature set with more than twice the number of feature types [Table 3 ].
In other tasks, such as in the movement of the left hand, right hand, and feet motor decoding applications, it is generally assumed that the primary source of information is contained in the signal amplitudes [Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) ]. Typically, there are a small number of target classes (3-4), which must be modeled. For pathology decoding, conversely, the most informative feature domain or type is not a priori known. Furthermore, it is necessary to model a larger number of pathologies. It cannot be assumed that the pathologies included in the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0) can be described by a single feature type. Therefore, in our concept, we did not a priori exclude any feature domains or types.
In our view, the presented concept is not specific to EEG pathology decoding; rather, it is applicable to a wide range of other EEG decoding tasks. It could well be possible that approaches based on a single feature type, e.g., motor decoding based on amplitude features, could be improved by combining them with different feature types, such as measures of connectivity.
Proposed end-to-end pathology decoding concept using deep neural networks
Similar to the feature-based concept, our aim was also to create a strong end-to-end pipeline. By end-to-end, we refer to the decoding of raw or minimally preprocessed data, unlike decoding based on explicitly extracted, handcrafted features. Recently, end-to-end methods have achieved powerful results in EEG decoding [Craik et al. (2019) ]. In the present study, we applied the two most widely used, well benchmarked, and open source network architectures in EEG decoding: BD-Deep4 [Schirrmeister et al. (2017b) ] and a reimplementation of EEGNet [Lawhern et al. (2018) ] as implemented in the Braindecode toolbox. Furthermore, we also investigated the application of the BD-TCN, an EEG-optimized TCN architecture. The general TCN architecture was specifically designed to model sequential data and has outperformed RNNs in machine translation and audio synthesis tasks [Bai et al. (2018) ]. Moreover, we compared to the results of ChronoNet, a CNN/RNN architecture, reported in the literature [Roy et al. (2019) ], as it is among the state-of-the-art in EEG pathology decoding. Finally, we also applied BD-Shallow, which is a special case inasmuch as it was specifically designed to extract band power features. It is, therefore, between the classical feature-based and end-to-end decoding philosophies. In summary, the investigated architectures demonstrated significant differences including network archetype (ConvNet, TCN, RNN), parameter count (see Table S3 ), and number of layers (Figures 2-4 ).
Feature-based pathology decoding accuracies
Riemannian-geometry-based decoding resulted in an accuracy of 85.87%, which was the best feature-based decoding result. Interestingly, in our study, we observed a narrow range of feature-based decoding accuracies of 81 to 86% across different classifiers [see Figures 6, 7] . Actually, no statistically significant difference of accuracies of all presented feature-based models could be detected [see Figure 9 ]. Previously, Lopez de Diego (2017) reported an accuracy of 78.8% based on a single feature type and a CNN/MLP architecture for classification. Both, the size of the feature sets and choice of the decoders could explain the difference in accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, the study of Lopez de Diego (2017) is the only previously published feature-based study on EEG pathology decoding. Compared to this previous feature-based state-of-the-art, our findings demonstrate that substantially higher feature-based decoding accuracies are possible using the proposed approach.
Deep end-to-end pathology decoding accuracies
End-to-end methods yielded accuracies in the range of 82-86% [see Figures 6, 7 ]. Astonishingly, this range was extremely similar to the range of accuracy obtained with the feature-based pipeline, which was 81-86%. The EEG-optimized TCN was our best-performing neural network architecture achieving an accuracy of 86.16%. Interestingly, [Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) ] also reported an accuracy of approximately 82% using BD-Deep4 to decode pathology; however, this was based on a different EEG data set. Their data set is comprised of more examples than the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0); however, it is not publicly available. Similar to the feature-based methods for the architectures under investigation, no statistically significant difference in decoding accuracy could be detected [see Figure 9 ]. Compared to our BD-TCN, ChronoNet achieved a marginally higher decoding accuracy of 86.56% [Roy et al. (2019) ]. In line with our present findings, in a previous study, Heilmeyer et al. (2018) also found no statistically significant difference in accuracies comparing BD-Deep4 with BD-EEGNet in a large-scale benchmark test across different tasks and data sets. In the following, we now further discuss the virtually identical accuracy range of our feature-based and end-to-end pipelines.
Deep end-to-end versus feature based-decoding accuracies
A main finding of our present study, together with the results of Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) and Roy et al. (2019) is that EEG pathology decoding accuracies lie in a narrow range of 81-86%, even though we compared a broad range of:
• Analysis strategies including deep-end-to-end, feature-based, automated ML, and based on RG;
• Network archetypes including ConvNet, TCN, and RNN;
• Network architectures including BD-Deep4, BD-TCN, BD-EEGNet, BD-Shallow, and ChronoNet;
• Feature-based classifiers and ensembles including RF, SVM, and ASC, and;
• Data sets including the Temple University Hospital Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0) and the data set used by Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) .
Importantly, this range was also considerably below a perfect classification score (100%). Decades of previous EEG research have indicated that inter-rater reliability in EEG diagnostics is only moderate [Grant et al. (2014) , Houfek and Ellingson (1959) , Rose et al. (1973) ], which ultimately results in label noise. Regarding label noise, we refer to expert mistakes in diagnosing the EEG recordings as either pathological or non-pathological, which has a number of mutually related consequences [Frénay and Verleysen (2013) ]: decrease of decoding performance, increase of required amount of data to achieve acceptable decoding performance, and increase of model complexity to properly fit the data. Furthermore, label noise complicates the identification of relevant features [Frénay and Verleysen (2013) ]. Importantly, in our setting, low inter-rater agreement and the resulting label noise imposed a limit on the theoretically achievable decoding accuracies because we were required to evaluate against the noisy labels within our separate, final evaluation set. Moreover, we did not have access to any rater-independent ground truth 14 . Interestingly, inter-rater agreement in binary classification of EEGs into pathological and non-pathological has been reported as 86-88% [Houfek and Ellingson (1959) , Rose et al. (1973) ], although these scores were based on EEG ratings of only two neurologists. Given these numbers, it would appear to be a possibility that EEG pathology decoding accuracies as observed herein and previously by Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) , Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) , and Roy et al. (2019) at approximately 86% could have approached the theoretical optimum imposed by label noise. This proposed hypothesis could be tested in the future; however, it would involve a considerable effort. It would require both a large data set as used in the present study and independent ratings of multiple EEG experts. A massive amount of EEG data is waiting in the archives of medical centers to be used. As end-to-end approaches are typically data intense, a larger amount of training data could help to improve generalization further. Moreover, in traditional feature-based approaches, more data would probably illicit positive effects, as more data in ML is typically favorable over more complex classification algorithms [Halevy et al. (2009) ].
Furthermore, a labeling of EEG recordings as pathological or non-pathological through an ensemble of considerable number of neurologists and/or epileptologists would be a significant beginning to improve label quality. The inter-rater agreement scores that result from the ensemble could then be included in the data set on a per-recording basis, such that they can be included in a detailed analysis.
In the case where the hypothesis is incorrect and the theoretically optimal EEG pathology decoding accuracy is higher, we see two possible, nonexclusive causes. The first is that inter-rater reliability of the current data sets is higher than the numbers typically reported in the literature [Houfek and Ellingson (1959) , Rose et al. (1973) ]. The second is that all the methods investigated to date did not extract or use certain features and information that was used by the physicians to determine a diagnosis. In the first case, the question arises why neither the end-to-end nor the feature-based pipeline could better fit and predict the data. In the second case, the question arises as to what additional source of information was used by the physicians and how it could be included to enhance performance. Both cases would open up new, interesting research questions.
Learned versus handcrafted features
Based on our feature visualizations, we determined that features extracted in the theta and delta range from the temporal electrode locations are considered informative. Knowing that epilepsy is statistically one of the most common disorders of the brain [Thijs et al. (2019) ] and that temporal lobe epilepsy is the most prominent epilepsy [Helmstaedter and Elger (2009) ], this could be a reason why this region is important in determining pathology in all decoding pipelines. Note that although we know epilepsy is one of the pathologies included in the data set, we neither know the exact number of occurrences nor how many of those suffer from temporal lobe epilepsy.
Interestingly, only features extracted at electrode T4 are considered important in the theta band based on the feature importance analysis [ Figure 11 ]. This is in strong contrast to the network perturbation result [ Figure 10 ] and covariance matrix visualization [Figure12] , where both hemispheres were considered equally informative in this range. Given the mechanisms of a decision tree, we assume that the tree chose features extracted at T4 in the theta band early in the decision process, because they are informative. Features extracted at T3 in the same frequency band were then not selected for further splitting of examples because they did not provide additional information. Hence, we assumed that the features were highly correlated.
Our feature correlation analysis [ Figure 13 ] revealed several strong, positive correlations of features extracted at different electrode locations. Indeed, features extracted at T3 were most correlated with features extracted at T4 (correlation coefficient approximately 0.9) in frequency band 4-8 Hz. We actually observed this effect of strong correlations across several of our handcrafted features, despite feature domain, electrode location, and frequency band [ Figure 14 ].
The covariance matrix visualization [ Figure 12 ] supported the findings of our perturbation and feature importance analysis. Features extracted from temporal electrode locations were most informative for decoding pathology, especially in the delta and theta frequency range.
The result of the perturbation [ Figure 10 ] and feature importance analysis [ Figure 11 ] in the 8-13 Hz range indicated that occipital electrodes were also extremely informative. This is again supported by the covariance matrix visualization [ Figure 12 ]. The variance of electrodes O1 and O2 (and also Fp1 and Fp2) are the only variances that were indicative of normal brain activity. We explain this by the prominent alpha rhythm in adults in a resting state. Given the perturbation result, lower amplitudes are anti-correlated with pathology; or, in other words, higher amplitudes are correlated with normal brain activity.
Through the comparison of our analyses, we determined that the first visualization of the feature importance [ Figure 11 ] was misleading, owing to strong feature correlations. Typically, ease of interpretation is considered an advantage of feature-based approaches over end-to-end approaches; however, we determined that there are also limitations to this interpretability. Pitfalls with RF feature correlations were also described by Altmann et al. (2010) .
Beyond automated binary EEG pathology diagnostics
In general, the task we addressed (classifying EEG recordings as either pathological or non-pathological) is especially difficult. The TUH Abnormal EEG data set does not only contain multiple, highly different pathologies including, but not limited to, Alzheimer's disease, strokes, depression, and epilepsy (which are difficult to model), but also there is only one common label for all of them. Hence, it can be interpreted as a combination of several decoding tasks. Presumably, every individual decoding task has a non-convex loss landscape. The performance of deep neural networks heavily depends on the optimization of the loss function and hence finding a minimum in the loss landscape [Li et al. (2018) ]. A landscape that arises from the combination of tasks could be even more complex and, therefore, be more difficult to optimize.
To investigate whether the decoding of individual pathologies is easier and offers a path towards automatic EEG diagnostics beyond binary classification, we initiated work on restructuring the physician reports included in the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus to a tabular format which is a more machine and user-friendly representation. The code for restructuring is uploaded to our repository 15 . We are seeking support to further specify the diagnoses of patients (to ICD-10 codes [World Health Organization (1992) ]) whose recordings were labeled pathological. Moreover, we aim to find a suitable method to encode patient histories and ongoing medical treatment, such that they can be used in classification.
Although we are extremely interested in further specifying the diagnoses of patients included in the physician reports as a basis for advanced pathology decoding, we doubt its clinical usefulness. Owing to their ease of application, low cost, wide availability, and non-invasive nature, EEGs are a valuable screening method. Typically, when an EEG recording is found to be pathological, multiple other clinical sources, i.e., medical imaging such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), are involved to actually determine a diagnosis. In the majority of cases, an EEG is not used (and not sufficient) to diagnose a neurological disease or disorder, as an occurrence of pathological change is seldom specific for one disease or disorder. From our point of view, a reasonable extension of the given decoding task could be to classify recordings as either normal, epileptic, or differently pathological. As epilepsy is one of the most common disorders of the brain [Thijs et al. (2019) ], this classification would further support neurologists in screening patients using EEGs.
Clinical usefulness of current decoders of EEG pathology
Everyday medical applications typically require higher accuracy than the current state-of-the-art in EEG pathology decoding to be accepted. However, decoding pipelines with an accuracy in the current range can be valuable. For example, they could make EEG diagnostics available to patients that cannot attend specialized centers. This includes wide areas of developing countries where specialized centers and neurological experts are rare. Approximately 50 million people worldwide suffer from epilepsy [World Health Organization (2019)], of which the vast majority live in developing countries [World Health Organization (2019), Singh and Trevick (2016) ]. In these countries, in addition to their disease or disorder, patients frequently suffer from social stigma [World Health Organization (2019), Newton and Garcia (2012) ] owing to missing diagnoses and inexperience in addressing those diseases and disorders. In our opinion, although diagnostic accuracy is at approximately 86%, an automatic diagnosis is better than not being diagnosed at all. The pipelines could be used as a prescreening method, which could recommend a visit to a specialized center in the case of the detection of pathological activity.
Implications for EEG decoding accuracy evaluation in general
Our findings of statistically similar decoding accuracies of different networks and classifiers has implications for other publications. EEG decoding papers based on deep end-to-end learning frequently compare their results to only (rather) simple feature-based approaches or exclusively to other deep end-to-end learning results. For example, for the pathology decoding task based on the TUH Abnormal EEG corpus, all publications based on deep end-to-end learning compared to the result of Lopez de Diego (2017) . This leads to the impression that deep neural networks heavily outperform feature-based approaches. However, in this study, we demonstrated that with a somewhat elaborate feature-based approach, one can achieve decoding results similar to deep end-to-end methods [Figures 6, 7] . To be more precise, there is actually no statistical evidence that the investigated networks perform any better than the feature-based approaches [ Figure 9 ]. We therefore emphasize once more, that fair comparisons to strong baselines are essential to assess the quality of decoding results. This does not only hold for EEG pathology decoding tasks, but also for EEG decoding tasks in general. Moreover, the necessity of comprehensive comparisons holds for all areas of application of ML.
Public availability of resources and reproducibility
The availability of code that can be used to independently reproduce the published results is currently the only method to truly assess the scientific quality and generalizability of the proposed approaches. To the best of our knowledge, there are only six other published results for general pathology decoding from EEGs, five of which are based on the TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (Table 1) . Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) have used and adapted our BD-Deep4 network and applied both the original and adapted version to the same task on a different, even larger data set. Their results indicate that both versions yield identical decoding results in a similar range (82% accuracy) to what we present in this study. Furthermore, they also investigated the effect of including patient age in the classification process and determined only marginal improvements, which is in consensus with our observations [see Effect of patient-specific information on decoding accuracies]. First, this underlines the general applicability of our BD-Deep4; second, it serves as a reproduction study of our results. To improve the reproducibility in EEG decoding further, we have uploaded the resources 16 of our previous study [Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) ] and also uploaded the resources of our current study 17 .
Potential improvements of the decoding pipelines
Although we implemented a large set of features of different domains for this study, this collection is not close to completion. There are probably an infinite number of features one could implement, e.g., in the domain of connectivity features one could additionally investigate the usage of cross-correlation, cross-coherence, mutual information, omega complexity, s-estimator, and global field synchronization [Jalili et al. (2013) ]. We have already attempted to add the gender and ages of the patients to improve classification [3.6]. In clinical diagnostics, physicians have access to even more information such as medical patient history and ongoing medication. It is an open challenge as to how to include this information in the decision process.
With extremely high-dimensional feature-spaces as presented in this study, it is natural to rethink dimensionality reduction methods. A small feature dimension is favorable because it yields shorter learning times and makes interpretation easier. Although our preliminary feature selection with PCA resulted in a decrease of decoding performance, there are several other approaches to be investigated, including independent component analysis [Comon (1994) ] (ICA) or tensor decomposition [Sidiropoulos et al. (2017) ]. Furthermore, one could also attempt to enhance signal quality by applying a source reconstruction method [Michel et al. (2004) ] prior to the extraction of the features and classification. We have observed that features extracted from temporal electrode locations were highly informative for the decoding of EEG pathology [3.4. A more precise localization of signals could also improve classification accuracy.
As in the implementation of features, there are numerous other feature-based classifiers available. ASC automatically selected models that we did not choose ourselves [Section 3.7], i.e., AdaBoost and Gradient Boosting. Both classifiers, however, are frequently implemented with decision trees that also form the basis of RFs. It could be worth further investigation into the application of other classifiers. A specific case is when performing time-resolved feature-based decoding [Section 3.5], where the models chosen for the present study could not yet benefit from the drastic increase of data.
Finally, one could run a pipeline search optimization based on automated ML ]. This could not only include feature scaling, selection of classifiers, and optimization of their hyperparameters as executed by ASC and as already performed for the present study. One could also attempt to optimize the hyperparameters for feature extraction itself, such as frequency bands, aggregation function, window length, window function, and others. We are convinced that a systematic optimization of these choices could lead to even better-performing feature-based EEG decoding results.
In the huge search space of network architectures, the models investigated in this study possibly lie in a subspace that contains well-performing architectures for this task. Most likely, these architectures are not yet optimal to decode EEG pathology. Many research groups are now promoting the development of neural architecture search (NAS) [Elsken et al. (2019) ] to address the concern that handcrafting features is now being replaced by architecture crafting. NAS is achieving rapid progress and we assume that it will spawn even better-performing architectures in the close future.
Outlook and Conclusion
We emphasize once more that the discussed study with a large data set and improved inter-rater quantification should be performed to test our hypothesis of an accuracy limit in EEG pathology decoding at approximately 90%. In addition to the possibilities for improvements discussed above, data augmentation could be another. Although augmentation for EEGs is not as intuitive as for other types of signals, the first promising results used cutout on raw EEG signals [Pereira et al. (2018) ] or rotation of electrode recording sites [Krell et al. (2018) ]. Augmentation could also be combined with automated ML [Cubuk et al. (2018) , Lim et al. (2019) ] to further advance the data intense end-to-end models.
To circumvent the consequences of label noise in EEG pathology decoding, instead we propose to decode I) the gender of patients to better assess the potentials of feature-based and end-to-end pipelines, and II) the age of patients to use the gap of chronological age to predicted brain age as an alternative source for indication of pathology. In the literature this gap and its estimation based on MRI scans is referred to brainAGE [Franke (2013) , Franke et al. (2010) ].
Based on our insights obtained through the present study, we see a promising future for automated EEG diagnostics. A well-working pipeline that implements the mentioned options for improvements could be helpful in the interpretation of EEG recordings. It could not only make EEG diagnostics available to patients that cannot attend specialized centers, but could also allow for earlier detection of pathologies on the 
B Performance differences to older experiments
We determined marginally different results for our BD-Deep4 and BD-Shallow decoding pathology compared to older experiments. In our previous publication Schirrmeister et al. (2017a) , we reported a final decoding accuracy of 85.4% using BD-Deep4 (here 84.57%) and 84.5% using BD-Shallow (here 84.13%). We assume that the differences are due to the other optimizations used in training the networks. Where we previously used max-norm constraint, no weight decay, optimizer Adam, and a fixed learning rate, we now used cosine annealing to schedule learning rate and weight decay, and used optimizer AdamW. In certain experiments, we observed updates in the last epochs that decreased the classification accuracy. It could be possible that with this updated optimization, other hyperparameters must be adjusted to yield even more robust and superior results. Furthermore, the data set has been updated. The current version is TUH Abnormal EEG Corpus (v2.0.0); in our previous publication, we used version (v1.1.1). The updates included removing duplicates that were present in both training and final evaluation sets, which possibly made the classifications of these D RIEMANNIAN-GEOMETRY-BASED DECODING recordings easier.
C Neural network parameters
In Table S3 we display the number of parameters of each investigated neural network architecture. They were computed by summation of the sizes of layers as returned by PyTorch 18 [Paszke et al. (2017) ]. The complexity of models from low to high is BD-EEGNet, BD-Shallow, BD-Deep4,and BD-TCN. In our analysis, models with more parameters achieved higher accuracies.
Model
Parameters [×10 3 ] Receptive field BD-TCN 457 903 BD-Deep4 277 600 BD-Shallow 37 608 BD-EEGNet 7 597 Table S3 : Investigated neural network architectures and related number of parameters and receptive field sizes. BD-TCN is most complex and has largest receptive field, BD-EEGNet is, significantly, the simplest model.
D Riemannian-geometry-based decoding
We investigated the influence of averaging covariance matrices for Riemannian-geometry-based decoding using Euclidean and geometric mean, and tangent space mapping [ Figure S4 ]. As could be expected [Barachant Table S4 : Comparison of Riemannian-geometry-based decoding using arithmetic mean, geometric mean, and optional tangent space mapping. Using tangent space mapping and geometric mean estimation yielded best performance. et al. (2013)], aggregation with the geometric mean yields superior decoding accuracies. Additionally, tangent space mapping yielded substantial improvements.
